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Motivation

Mobile Information Visualization aims to develop more efficient and
satisfying user interfaces for searching and exploring large
information spaces on small screens.

Interactive Scatterplot for PDAs

ZuiScat is a visualization concept for querying large information
spaces on Personal Digital Assistants (PDA). Retrieval results are
presented in a dynamic scatterplot, which is enhanced by geometric
and semantic zoom techniques to provide smooth transitions from
abstract visual encodings to data content. The same visualization is
also used to manage bookmarks and to serve as a powerful query
history tool [4].

Figure 1: Interactive Scatterplot for PDAs

Overview-Supported Zooming on Small Screens and Individual
Differences in Spatial Ability

While zoomable user interfaces can improve the usability of
applications by easing data access, a drawback is that some users
tend to become lost after they have zoomed in. To overcome such
orientation problems, many desktop applications feature an additional
overview window showing a miniature of the entire information space.
Small devices, however, have a very limited screen real estate and
incorporating an overview window often means pruning the size of the
detail view considerably. Given this context, we conducted a
controlled experiment in which 24 participants solved search tasks by
using two zoomable scatterplot applications on a PDA - one of the
applications featured an overview, the other relied solely on the detail
view [1].

Figure 2: Left: detail-only zoomable scatterplot, Right: overview-supported zoomable scatterplot

Scalability of Scatterplot Visualizations on Small Screens

Little is known about the scalability of scatterplot visualizations on
small screens. Current research prototypes are limited to handle a
few hundred data objects at most. With regard to this, we developed a

scatterplot visualization for PDAs that is suitable to display several
thousand items and is enhanced by two alternative access strategies:
a geometric-semantic zoomable user interface and a novel fisheye
distortion technique. To investigate the effectiveness and usability of
both interaction styles we conducted a controlled experiment with 24
participants [2].

Figure 3: Fisheye-supported zoomable scatterplot

Zoom Interaction Design for Pen-Operated Portable Devices

Maps are currently the most common application domain for ZUIs.
Standard techniques for controlling such interfaces on pen-operated
devices usually rely on sequential interaction, i.e. the users can either
zoom or pan. More advanced techniques trie to provide ways for
parallel zooming and panning, such as 1) speed-dependent automatic
zooming (SDAZ), which combines rate-based panning and zooming
into a single operation and thus enables concurrent interaction, 2)
pen pressure interaction, allowing uni-manual input for parallel
zooming and panning, and 3) tilting interaction, allowing users to
change the scale by tilting the device while panning is controlled with
the pen. We compared these techniques in a controlled experiment
with 32 participants [3].

Figure 4: Experimental setup for zoom interaction design for pen-operated devices
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